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Objects in Our Solar System 

Our solar system is made up of the sun, 

eight planets, their moons or satellites 

(about 166 in our solar system), dwarf 

planets, comets, asteroids and meteors … 
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A solar system is a group of planets and their moons that orbit a central star  
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FACT: All of the planets in our solar system are in orbit around the sun 
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Size Comparison
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Headline News: Pluto Demoted!!! 
➣ Pluto used to be considered a planet until 2006

➢ In 2006, the International Astronomical Union defined 

and is large enough to clear its orbit 
a planet as a body that orbits the sun, is spherical,

➣ They reclassified Pluto as a “dwarf planet” 
because it is not large enough to clear a path around its orbit
(to clear its own orbit means a planet has become 
gravitationally dominant, and there are no other bodies  
of comparable size other than its own satellites or those 
otherwise under its gravitational influence)
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What is a Satellite?  

A body that revolves around a planet  
This could be “natural” like a planet's moon(s)
o “man-made” like a communications satellite 
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Mercury – 0 
Venus – 0 
Earth – 1 
Mars – 2 
Jupiter – 63 
Saturn – 60 
Uranus – 27 
Neptune – 13 
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Moons  
(natural satellites) 

Every planet in our solar system, 
except Mercury and Venus,  

has at least one natural satellite,  
or moon (a body that orbits a planet) 

Total moons: @ 166 
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and one of its 
60+ moons  
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Some of the many moons in our solar system 
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Moons of the Solar System Scaled to Earth’s Moon 
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6 of the planets including Earth rotate in prograde direction  

Venus and Uranus rotate in retrograde direction

Planets orbit the Sun in a 
counterclockwise direction

(when viewed from above the Sun North Pole)
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Mnemonic phrase to remember the order of the planets, 
starting from those closest to the sun: 

 My Very Mother Just Served Us Nachos
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➢

There is also a natural dividing line between the two  
The Asteroid Belt 

The planets in our solar system can be divided 
into two groups, based on their location in 
relation to our sun and their physical make up 

Inner planets Outer planets 
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Planets in relation to the Sun

Inner Planets Outer PlanetsAsteroid BeltSun ➠ ➠ ➠



The Inner Planets
- nearest to the Sun -

➣ are small and rocky 

●

◯

●

◯

Mercury ☛ the closest planet to the sun, with the 
shortest orbit. It is about half the size of Earth’s moon 

Venus ☛ about the same size as Earth and the 
hottest planet 

Earth ☛ the only planet that has liquid water and 
that supports complex life 

Mars ☛ sometimes called the “Red Planet” because of 
its red, iron-oxide soil. It also has 2 moons and the 
largest volcano in our solar system
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The Outer Planets

●

◯

●

◯

Jupiter ☛ the largest planet in our solar system,  
has a thin ring and 60+ moons 

Uranus ☛ has about 27 moons and a faint ring 

Neptune ☛ has about 13 moons, a faint ring and is 
considered to be the windiest planet in the solar  system

➣ are the 4 farthest planets from the sun, gas giants  
(mostly hydrogen and helium), and are more massive 
than the inner planets

Saturn ☛ has wide and bright rings and about 60 moons 
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Planet Rings
18

➣ The gas giants all have rings, though some are pretty faint

➣ Planet rings are made of tiny bits of dust, ice crystals,

and small pieces of rock -RID ☛ Rock, Ice, Dust-
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Asteroids & Asteroid Belt

➣ Asteroids are small, rocky objects that move around the Sun

➣ Most of them are scattered in a large area between the orbit
paths of Mars and Jupiter called “the asteroid belt”,  
and rarely move through other parts of the solar system
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Comets
➣ A Comet is a small mass of dust and ice that orbits the Sun

•➣ When a comet’s orbit takes it close to the sun, some of

•the ice on the comet’s surface changes to water vapor and 
streams out to form a long, glowing tail. 

in a long, oval-shaped path 

•➣ Halley’s Comet, one comet that is visible to Earth, 

•takes 77 years to complete its path 
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Meteors & Meteorites

➣ Meteors are pieces of rock that travel through space 

➣ If a meteor reaches a planet's surface, it is called a meteorite
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Sun

Diameter ☛

Length of day ☛  25 Earth days 
(at the equator)

Time it takes for light 
to reach Earth ☛

8 min 19 sec

109 Earth

Contains 99.8 % of the mass of our Solar System 
and yet it has no solid matter 

Consist mostly of hydrogen, with some helium 
and a few heavier elements 

The temperature at the core is 15,600,000∘Celsius
At the surface, the temperature cools down to 5500∘Celsius

The tremendous power of the Sun comes from

to create helium atoms
fusion, the process in which hydrogen atoms fuse together

☛ produces vast amounts of heat

nuclear

25
Located 93,000,000 miles from Earth
Closest star to Earth
At least 4.5 billion years old 



Closest to the Sun 

Smallest planet 

One day on Mercury lasts 176 Earth days 

Very dry, hot and almost airless

Driving time to the Sun Number of moons

Length of day

Mass in Earths
Length of year

Weight of 200 lb person

Driving time to the Sun Number of moons

Length of day

Mass in Earths
Length of year

Weight of 200 lb person

Driving time to the Sun Number of moons

Length of day

Mass in Earths
Length of year

Weight of 200 lb person

Driving time to the Sun Number of moons

Length of day

Mass in Earths
Length of year

Weight of 200 lb person

Driving time to the Sun Number of moons

Length of day

Mass in Earths
Length of year

Weight of 200 lb person

Mercury
Driving time to the Sun Number of moons

Length of day

Mass in Earths
Length of year

Weight of 200 lb person
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0

76 lbs88 Earth days.06 Earth

68 years at 60 mph

59 Earth days
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Driving time to the Sun Number of moons

Length of day

Mass in Earths
Length of year

Weight of 200 lb person

Venus

128 years at 60 mph
Driving time to the Sun Number of moons

Length of day

Mass in Earths
Length of year

Weight of 200 lb person

0

Driving time to the Sun Number of moons

Length of day

Mass in Earths
Length of year

Weight of 200 lb person
.82 Earths

Driving time to the Sun Number of moons

Length of day

Mass in Earths
Length of year

Weight of 200 lb person

243 Earth days (backwards)

Driving time to the Sun Number of moons

Length of day

Mass in Earths
Length of year

Weight of 200 lb person

Driving time to the Sun Number of moons

Length of day

Mass in Earths
Length of year

Weight of 200 lb person
181 lbs

225 Earth days

Second closest planet to the Sun 

Brightest celestial body resides the moon and Sun  

Cannot be seen in the middle of the night 

Can be observed in the east at sunrise
and the west at sunset
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3rd from the Sun 

5th largest planet in the solar system 

More than 4.5 billion years old 

Has one natural satellite we call the moon 

Is the only planet in our Solar System that 

we know has liquid water 

Two-thirds of the planet surface is covered 

with water 

Water, in the form of ice, can be found all 

around the solar system -on the surface of 

Mars, in the rings of Saturn, in comets- but 

liquid water is rare 

Life as we known it original evolved in liquid

water ☛ searching for water on other planets 

may be the key to finding Life outside the Earth



29 Mars

Fourth from the Sun 

Only planet whose surface can be seen in detail from the Earth 

Reddish in color, the atmosphere of Mars is made of carbon dioxide

Driving time to the Sun Number of moons

Length of day

Mass in Earths
Length of year

Weight of 200 lb person

Driving time to the Sun Number of moons

Length of day

Mass in Earths
Length of year

Weight of 200 lb person

Driving time to the Sun Number of moons

Length of day

Mass in Earths
Length of year

Weight of 200 lb person

Driving time to the Sun Number of moons

Length of day

Mass in Earths
Length of year

Weight of 200 lb person

Driving time to the Sun Number of moons

Length of day

Mass in Earths
Length of year

Weight of 200 lb person

270 years at 60 mph 2

1.9 Earth days

+11 Earth

75 lbs

24.6 Earth hours

Number of moons



Jupiter
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The Fifth planet from the Sun 

Largest planet in the solar system

920 years at 60 mph

Number of moons
At least 62

Weight of 200 lb person
473 lbs

Driving time to the Sun

Length of year
11.8 Earth years

Mass in Earths
318 Earths

Driving time to the Sun Number of moons

Length of day

Mass in Earths
Length of year

Weight of 200 lb person

9.9 Earth hours



Saturn
31

Mass in Earths
95 Earths

Sixth planet from the Sun 

The surface consists of liquid and gas

Number of moons
62

Driving time to the Sun Number of moons

Length of day

Mass in Earths
Length of year

Weight of 200 lb person
214 lbs

Driving time to the Sun Number of moons

Length of day

Mass in Earths
Length of year

Weight of 200 lb person

1,691 years at 60 mph
10.7 Earth hours

29.5 Earth years
Length of year

Length of day

̊ ̊̊̊ ̊

̊̊ ̊ ̊̊
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Driving time to the Sun Number of moons

Length of day

Mass in Earths
Length of year

Weight of 200 lb person

Seventh planet from the Sun 

1st planet discovered with a telescope  

Atmosphere is a mixture of  hydrogen, helium and methane 

Does not have a solid surface

Uranus 

Length of day
17.3 Earth hours

Driving time to the Sun Number of moons

Length of day

Mass in Earths
Length of year

Weight of 200 lb person

̊
̊

̊
̊ ̊

̊

̊ ̊ ̊
Number of moons

Weight of 200 lb person

84 Earth years

3.393 years at 60 mph

178 lbs

At least 27

Mass in Earths
15 Earths



Neptune
33

Length of day
16 Earth hours

Number of moons
At least 13

Driving time to the Sun Number of moons

Length of day

Mass in Earths
Length of year

Weight of 200 lb person

5.320 years at 60 mph17 Earths
Mass in Earths

̊̊̊ ̊̊ ̊̊
̊

Weight of 200 lb person

225 lbs

Driving time to the Sun Number of moons

Length of day

Mass in Earths
Length of year

Weight of 200 lb person

165 Earth years

8th and farthest planet from the Sun 

Atmosphere is mostly  hydrogen and helium



National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Short-period comet
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PRESENTLY, what is the farthest planet from the sun? 

A. Mercury 

B. Neptune 

C. Uranus 

D. Non of the above
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PRESENTLY, what is the farthest planet from the sun? 

A. Mercury 

B. Neptune 

C. Uranus 

D. Non of the above
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Is Pluto a planet?
The debate isn’t over
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Is Pluto a planet?
The debate isn’t over

We are in 2024 ☛ we should let Pluto be what Pluto wants to be



The solitary moon of Pluto is named after the boatman of 

Greek mythology who ferries the dead across the River Styx. 

Its name is:  

A. Erebus 

B. Charon 

C. Nox 

D. Persephone
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The solitary moon of Pluto is named after the boatman of 

Greek mythology who ferries the dead across the River Styx. 

Its name is:  

A. Erebus 

B. Charon 

C. Nox 

D. Persephone
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The sun is primarily composed of which gas?

A. Hydrogen 

B. Helium 

C. Nitrogen 

D. Argon
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The sun is primarily composed of which gas?

A. Hydrogen 

B. Helium 

C. Nitrogen 

D. Argon
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What is the hottest terrestrial planet? 

A. Mercury 

B. Venus 

C. Earth
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What is the hottest terrestrial planet? 

A. Mercury 

B. Venus 

C. Earth
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Which of these classifications are used to identify a 
dwarf planet?

45

A. Is in orbit around the Sun 

B. Is not a satellite 

C. Has not cleared the neighbourhood around its orbit  

D. Has hydrostatic equilibrium (near spherical/consistent shape)



Which of these classifications are used to identify a 
dwarf planet?

A. Is in orbit around the Sun 

B. Is not a satellite 

C. Has not cleared the neighbourhood around its orbit  

D. Has hydrostatic equilibrium (near spherical/consistent shape)
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The asteroid belt is between..? 

A. Mercury and Venus 

B. Mars and Jupiter 

C. Jupiter and Saturn
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The asteroid belt is between..? 

A. Mercury and Venus 

B. Mars and Jupiter 

C. Jupiter and Saturn
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Long term comets are thought to originate in what 
area of the solar system? 

A. Asteroid Belt 

B. Kuiper Belt 

C. Oort Cloud
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A. Asteroid Belt 

B. Kuiper Belt 

C. Oort Cloud

Long term comets are thought to originate in what 
area of the solar system? 
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Short term comets are thought to originate in what 
area of the solar system? 

A. Asteroid Belt 

B. Kuiper Belt 

C. Oort Cloud
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Short term comets are thought to originate in what 
area of the solar system? 

A. Asteroid Belt 

B. Kuiper Belt 

C. Oort Cloud
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Which of these planets spins clockwise?

A. Venus 

B. Mars 

C. Earth 

D. Uranus 

E. Neptune
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Which of these planets spins clockwise?

A. Venus 

B. Mars 

C. Earth 

D. Uranus 

E. Neptune



The Earth is approximately how many miles from the sun? 

A. 53 million  

B. 73 million  

C. 93 million  

D. 113 million 
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The Earth is approximately how many miles from the sun? 

A. 53 million  

B. 73 million  

C. 93 million  

D. 113 million 
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Haley's Comet approaches the sun to within 0.570 A.U., 
and its orbital period is 75.6 years
(A.U. is the abbreviation for astronomical units, where  
1 A.U. =1 .5 x 1011 m is the mean Earth-Sun distance) 
How far from the sun will Haley's comet travel before it 
starts its return journey?  

QUERY 857



Kepler’s law for elliptical orbits
<latexit sha1_base64="nm3ZXlrEiTOMGBJvznGoft0EEEI=">AAACBXicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtdDBbBVUhqqXYhFF3oRqjSh9CkZTKdtEMnD2YmQglx4cZfceNCEbf+gzv/xulD8HngwuGce7n3HjdiVEjTfNcyM7Nz8wvZxdzS8srqmr6+0RBhzDGp45CF/MpFgjAakLqkkpGriBPku4w03cHJyG9eEy5oGNTkMCKOj3oB9ShGUkkdfbvWLhxB2+MIJ0U7ou1CmpzCG3ieXrb3O3reNMqmVS5Z8DexDHOMPJii2tHf7G6IY58EEjMkRMsyI+kkiEuKGUlzdixIhPAA9UhL0QD5RDjJ+IsU7iqlC72QqwokHKtfJxLkCzH0XdXpI9kXP72R+JfXiqV36CQ0iGJJAjxZ5MUMyhCOIoFdygmWbKgIwpyqWyHuI5WIVMHlVAifn8L/SaNgWCWjdFHMV46ncWTBFtgBe8ACB6ACzkAV1AEGt+AePIIn7U570J61l0lrRpvObIJv0F4/AKuHl3M=</latexit>

T 2 =
4⇡2

G M
R3

R denotes the semi-major axis ☛
<latexit sha1_base64="iF4vleOglRvhtNmpT659ueXhYhM=">AAACDHicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSJUhHGmSLULoejGZS32Ae1QMmnahiaZIcmIZZgPcOOvuHGhiFs/wJ1/Y/oQfB4InJxzLsk9fsio0o7zbqXm5hcWl9LLmZXVtfWN7OZWXQWRxKSGAxbIpo8UYVSQmqaakWYoCeI+Iw1/eD72G9dEKhqIKz0KicdRX9AexUgbqZPNVU9hvtqJ25LDmKObJIEHcHqPORVJsn9YMCnHLjluqejC38S1nQlyYIZKJ/vW7gY44kRozJBSLdcJtRcjqSlmJMm0I0VChIeoT1qGCsSJ8uLJMgncM0oX9gJpjtBwon6diBFXasR9k+RID9RPbyz+5bUi3TvxYirCSBOBpw/1IgZ1AMfNwC6VBGs2MgRhSc1fIR4gibA2/WVMCZ+bwv9JvWC7Rbt4eZQrn83qSIMdsAvywAXHoAwuQAXUAAa34B48gifrznqwnq2XaTRlzWa2wTdYrx9KYpqQ</latexit>

R = (Rmax +Rmin)/2
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Haley's Comet approaches the sun to within 0.570 A.U., and its orbital 
period is 75.6 years

(A.U. is the abbreviation for astronomical units, where  1 A.U. =1 .5 x 1011 m 
is the mean Earth-Sun distance) 

How far from the sun will Haley's comet travel before it starts its 
return journey?  

QUERY 8

<latexit sha1_base64="ZHkquXjR62MJSgZCARE37lXXUx4=">AAAB+HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GSyCq5DU0tZd0Y3LKvYBbQiT6aQdOpOEmYlYQ77EjQtF3Pop7vwbJ20FFT1w4XDOvdx7jx8zKpVtfxiFldW19Y3iZmlre2e3bO7td2WUCEw6OGKR6PtIEkZD0lFUMdKPBUHcZ6TnTy9yv3dLhKRReKNmMXE5Goc0oBgpLXlmGV576VBwmHJ0l2XQMyu2ddasV2t1aFu23XCqTk6qjdppDTpayVEBS7Q98304inDCSagwQ1IOHDtWboqEopiRrDRMJIkRnqIxGWgaIk6km84Pz+CxVkYwiISuUMG5+n0iRVzKGfd1J0dqIn97ufiXN0hU0HRTGsaJIiFeLAoSBlUE8xTgiAqCFZtpgrCg+laIJ0ggrHRWJR3C16fwf9KtWk7dql/VKq3zZRxFcAiOwAlwQAO0wCVogw7AIAEP4Ak8G/fGo/FivC5aC8Zy5gD8gPH2CY95kxA=</latexit>

Rmax

<latexit sha1_base64="OXqbaMq8phZbpcsd7D3FL2iNIA4=">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</latexit>

Rmax = 5.35⇥ 1012 m� 0.570⇥ 1.5⇥ 1011 m = 5.26⇥ 1012m

☛ is the maximum distance of comet from the Sun

<latexit sha1_base64="GRS0RUDVmqQlz+z9RFQZ6HR8yos=">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</latexit>

R = 2.67⇥ 1012 m = (Rmax +Rmin)/2

<latexit sha1_base64="z7gFRybuAFSsoyusJtg/4ksudUQ=">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</latexit>

R3 =
GM

4⇡2
T 2
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<latexit sha1_base64="WvhaNuSVCiZmjXY4WDxlKsiOJ3w=">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</latexit>

R3 = (6.67⇥ 10�11 Nm2/kg2)(1.991⇥ 1030kg)(75.6⇥ 365⇥ 24⇥ 3600s)2/4⇡2 = 1.91⇥ 1037m3



If the inner edge of the doughnut-shapped Kuiper Belt begins 

at the orbit of Neptune at a distance of 30 AU from the sun and 

it ends at about 50 AU  from the sun,  how would you classify 

the Haley comet?

A. Short term comet 

B. Long term comet
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If the inner edge of the doughnut-shapped Kuiper Belt begins 

at the orbit of Neptune at a distance of 30 AU from the sun and 

it ends at about 50 AU  from the sun,  how would you classify 

the Haley comet?

A. Short term comet 

B. Long term comet
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